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1. ABSTRACT

Mid-IR supercontinuum sources are a new type of source for the 2-4.5 \textmu m spectrum, but their weight, size and power consumption has previously made them unsuitable for mobile sensing. We demonstrate a highly compact supercontinuum source with a weight of <1 kg and a power consumption of <15 W emitting a spectral brightness comparable to that of a synchrotron and covering the entire 1.8-4.4 \textmu m spectrum. We will also discuss challenges and opportunities of working with a broadband source instead of a single line or tunable source and touch upon the future potential for supercontinuum reaching further into the mid-IR.
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2. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, interband cascade lasers (ICLS) and quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) have allowed impressive breakthroughs in mid-infrared (mid-IR) sensing applications, but the limited spectral bandwidth achievable from a single light source based on these technologies has made truly wideband spectroscopy applications challenging. As an alternative, one could use supercontinuum (SC) light sources which can deliver a high brightness continuous spectrum spanning several octaves and which have recently appeared as commercially available sources for the mid-IR after a decade of confinement to the visible to near-IR spectrum. Mid-IR light sources such as these have been already applied for mid-IR spectroscopy \cite{1}-\cite{3} and microscopy \cite{4}-\cite{6} and even proposed as an “optical biopsy” \cite{7}\cite{8}, to replace current invasive biopsies. These demonstrations mostly relied on conventional mid-IR detectors but the high spatial coherence of SC sources also make them very suitable for mid-IR sensing based on up-conversion of the signal using sum frequency generation. This technique promises to allow much lower detection noise by shifting the light to the spectrum of much more sensitive silica and InGaAs detectors \cite{1}\cite{9}\cite{11}. However, the application of mid-IR SC sources to sensing have so far been limited because their large size and weight (>10 kg) and relatively high power consumption (≥100 W) which has made them unsuit for applications that require compact mobile systems.

The majority of the current SC sources are large because they are pumped with modelocked picosecond lasers with repetition rates in the tens of MHz which even though the pulses are very short, i.e. 5-10 ps, gives them relative high duty cycles on the order of 1:2000. As kilowatt level peak powers are required for the nonlinear processes generation the supercontinua this means that rather high average powers are required from the pump systems. This in turn means that the pump system becomes large, complex and power demanding and unsuit for low-power portable sensing applications.

However, for many sensing applications the high average power of these MHz SC sources is not necessary. If one reduces the repetition rate to tens of kilohertz one can bring down the average power of the sources by more than an order of magnitude while maintaining the wide spectrum. At the same time, one can adopt less complex, more compact and lower repetition rate seed sources than modelocked lasers at the cost of longer pulses. In total this allows the size, weight, power consumption and price of the sources to be greatly reduced. This has previously been demonstrated with silica sources covering the visible to near infrared spectrum (0.5-2.5 \textmu m) which lead to the development of the SuperK Compact SC source (See Fig. 1 left) which uses nanosecond pulses at 1 Hz-24 kHz pulse repetition rates and is one of the most compact and the lowest cost SC source on the market.

We have carried out a similar simplification of the design for high power mid-IR SC sources which we have demonstrated previously \cite{1}\cite{2} in order to create a low power mid-IR SC source with a repetition rate of 30-40 kHz. At the same time we have greatly simplified and compressed the electronics necessary to run the source in order to bring it down to a volume of 0.6 L, a weight of 0.6 kg and a power consumption of <15 W. This highly compact source (see Fig. 1 right) is initially intended for operation in an airborne gas spectroscopy system for pollution monitoring which will be mounted in a drone.
as part of the EU project FLAIR[12]. Aside from this drone application this system could also be considered for other mobile applications as even with continuous operation it could run 3-4 hours on a standard laptop battery and much longer if only sampling measurements were required at intervals.
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**Fig. 1:** Left Commercial silica kHz SC source. Right super compact lightweight fluoride fiber based SC source optimized for portable sensing applications.

Despite its compact size the system will still emit brightness on the level with previous silica based nanosecond SC sources and more than an order of magnitude more brightness than Synchrotrons IR beamlines, which have traditionally been the only broad bandwidth high brightness continuous spectrum source for this region (see Fig. 2).
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**Fig. 2** Brightness of silica, Fluoride and Chalcogenide fiber based SC sources compared to a synchrotron and a globar (1500 °K blackbody). The synchrotron spectral brightness was calculated for a beam current of 0.5A using the analytical approximation [13]. It was compared to reported spectral brightnesses of actual synchrotron beamlines at Diamond [14], NSLS [15] and SLS [16] reported in the literature and found to be equal or higher than these.
The current source covers a spectrum of 1.8-4.4 µm. However, we have shown elsewhere that with careful choice of fiber designs for the nonlinear fibers and other pump parameters similar fluoride fiber based sources has been shown to be extendable considerably further into the mid-IR [17]-[20] if chalcogenide fibers are added to the output. Thus, it is likely that if one used chalcogenide fibers to further broaden the spectrum of these sources one could increase the spectrum to cover at least up to 7-8 µm while maintaining the small footprint.

The reduction of the repetition rate from MHz to kHz and order of magnitude reduction in average power is not without consequences. It is well known that most SC sources have some pulse-to-pulse fluctuation in the generated spectral shape and averaging over many pulses is a well-established method to reduce the impact of this noise. In imaging applications where a large number of points may need to be scanned the added measurement time required for averaging can be unacceptable. However, in sensing applications where usually only a single point is evaluated it is very often sufficient with measurement times on the millisecond timescale or slower which will allow enough averaging for highly sensitive measurements. Thus it has recently been shown that with correctly chosen measurement conditions and integration times even kHz SC sources can still be applied to very noise sensitive applications such as Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [21]-[24]. An advantage of the longer pulses with lower repetition rate is also that they contain more energy per pulse and can therefore also be utilized for techniques requiring higher energies such as photoacoustic spectroscopy [22]-[26].

3. CONCLUSION

We have here demonstrated a highly compact, low power SC source covering the mid-IR range (1.8-4.4 µm) it emits light with a brightness more than an order of magnitude higher than a synchrotron while maintaining a compact 0.6L, 0.6 kg footprint and a low power consumption of <15 W which could allow battery powered applications. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the SC source with the lowest power consumption and smallest footprint demonstrated to date.
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